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Abstract: Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) has emerged as an vital computing model and changed the way of designing, delivered and consuming of software. In SOC, services are used as fundamental elements to support fast, low-cost development of distributed applications in heterogeneous environments. Web services technology is the most capable choice to implement service oriented architecture and its strategic objectives, it can provide a flexible solution to the problem. With the help of WSDL, SOAP, and UDDI, Web services are becoming popular in Web applications. In this paper, a survey on web services has been done.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Web services technology is the most capable selection to implement service oriented architecture and its strategic objectives. A Web service is fundamentally a semantically well defined abstraction of a set of computational or physical activities which involving a number of resources, which are helpful for accomplish a business necessity or a customer requirement. A Web service is interacted through Internet based protocols and described, advertised and revealed using standard base languages and. Nowadays, two types of Web services are most popular and widely used is SOAP based Web services and RESTful Web services. With the technology of Web services, enterprises are able to represent their internal business processes as services and make them available via the Internet. Nowadays, many big companies have offered Web services to provide simple access to some of their resources, companies such as Google, Amazon, Twitter, and Facebook. A Web service is an interface that describes a collection of operations that are network accessible through standardized XML messaging. A Web service is described using a formal, standard XML notion, which are known as its service description. Service description covers all the details which are necessary to interact with the service, including message, location and transport protocols. The interface hide the implementation details of the service, that interface allowing it to be used independently of the software or hardware platform on which it is implemented and also independently of the programming language in which it is written.

Atomic vs. composite Web services
There are two types of web services, atomic and composite. We differentiate between atomic and composite Web services. An atomic service which is also called elementary service, is an access point to an application that does not depend on another Web service to fulfill user requests. Each and every atomic service provides a programmatic interface based on SOAP and WSDL which provides the services to user. For inheritance applications such as those written in CORBA, suitable adapters can be developed so that they can be invoked as Web services. A composite service is a combination of other composite and atomic web services, its just like an umbrella structure that brings together other composite and atomic services. They are collaborate to implement a set of operations. The services bring together by a composite service are referred to as its component services. An example of a composite service would be a travel preparation service, integrating services for booking flights, booking hotels, searching for attractions, etc. Whether atomic or composite, a Web service is identified by an identifier (e.g., URL), a set of attributes, and a set of operations. The attributes of a service provide information, which is useful for the potential consumers.

II. THE WEB SERVICE MODEL
The Web Services architecture is based upon the interactions between three roles: service provider, service registry and service requestor. The interactions involves between these roles are the publish, find and bind operations. Together, these operations and roles act upon the Web Services artifacts: the Web service software module and its description. In a usual scenario, a service provider hosts a network accessible software module or we can say an implementation of a Web service. The service provider in this model defines a service description for the Web service and publishes it to a service registry or service requestor. The service requestor in this model used a find operation to retrieve the service description locally or from the service registry and uses the service description to bind with the service provider and invoke or interact with the implementation.

Fig 1: Web Services roles, operations and artifacts
2.1 Roles in a Web Services Architecture

- **Service provider.** Service provider provide the services and define the service description. From a business point of view, this is the owner of the service. From an architectural point of view, this is the platform that hosts access to the service.

- **Service requestor.** The service requestor in this model used a find operation to retrieve the service description locally or from the service registry. From a business point of view, this is the business that require many functions to be satisfied.

From an architectural point of view, this is the application that is looking for and initiating or invoking an interaction with a service.

The role of the service requestor can be played by a browser driven by a person or a program without a user interface, for example another Web service.

- **Discover agencies.** This is a searchable engine of service descriptions where service providers publish their service descriptions. Service requestors find services and attain binding information for services during execution for dynamic binding or during development for static binding.

2.2 Operations in a Web Service Architecture

To take advantage of Web Services, For an application, three behaviors must take place: publication of service descriptions, lookup or finding of service descriptions, and binding or invoking of services based on the service description.

These behaviors can take place individually or iteratively. In detail, these operations are:

- **Publish.** To be easily accessible, a service description needs to be published so that the service requestor can find it easily. Publishing of the service can be different depending upon the requirements of the application.

- **Find.** In the find operation, the service requestor retrieves a service description directly or queries the service registry for the type of service.

The find operation can be concerned in two dissimilar lifecycle phases for the service requestor: at runtime to retrieve the service’s binding and location description for invocation and at design time to retrieve the service’s interface description for program development.

- **Bind.** Eventually, a service needs to be invoked. In the bind operation the service requestor invokes or initiates an interaction with the service at runtime using the binding details in the service description to locate, contact and invoke the service.

2.2 Artifacts of a Web Service

- **Service.** Where a Web service is an interface described by a service description, its implementation is the service. A service is a software module deployed on network accessible platforms provided by the service provider. It exists to be invoked by or to interact with a service requestor. It can also function as a requestor, using other Web Services in its implementation.

- **Service Description.** The service description contains the details of the interface and implementation of the service. This includes its data types, operations, binding information and network location. It could also include categorization and other metadata to facilitate discovery and utilization by service requestors. The service description might be published to a service requestor or to a service registry.

III. WEB SERVICES DEVELOPMENT LIFECYCLE

The Web Services development lifecycle includes the design, deployment, and runtime requirements for each of the roles: service registry, service provider and service requestor. Each role has specific requirements or need for each element of the development lifecycle.

The development lifecycle can have four phases:

1. **Build**
   The build phase of the lifecycle includes development and testing of the Web service implementation, the definition of the service interface description and the definition of the service implementation description. Web service implementations can be provided by creating new Web Services, composing new Web Services from other Web Services and applications. And transforming existing applications into Web Services.

2. **Deploy**
   The deploy phase includes the publication of the service interface and service implementation definition to a service requestor or service registry and deployment of the executables for the Web service into an execution environment, its just like a Web application server.

3. **Run**
   During the run phase, the Web service is available for invocation. At this point, the Web service is fully deployed, operational and network accessible from the service provider. Now the service requestor can perform the find and bind operations.

4. **Manage**
   The manage phase covers ongoing management and administration of the Web service application.

   The manage phase of the lifecycle provides security, availability, performance, quality of service and business processes must all be addressed.
IV. WEB SERVICES BENEFITS

Web services provide numerous technological and business profit, which include:

- Application and data integration
- Versatility
- Code re-use
- Cost savings

1. The inherent interoperability feature that comes with using language independent technologies, vendor, platform, and the ever present HTTP as a transport mean that any application can communicate with any other application using Web services. The user only require the WSDL to successfully exchange the data with the service and it does not care about that in what format its underlying data is stored and no needs to know that how the implementation is done by others. These benefits allow organizations to integrate different applications and data formats with no difficulty.

2. Web services are also flexible by design. Via a Web based client interface Web services can be accessed by humans or they can be accessed by any other Web services and other applications. A client can also combine data from multiple Web services even if the systems themselves are unsuited. For the reason that the systems exchange information via Web services, a change to the sales record, for example, it will not change the service itself.

3. Code re-use is another benefit of Web services' interoperability and flexibility. One service can be utilized by numerous clients, all of which utilize the operations provided to accomplish dissimilar business objectives. Instead of having to create a custom service for each single requirement, portions of a service are simply re-used as necessary.

All these benefits help for to maximize the cost savings. Simple interoperability means for integrating data, which is necessary to create highly customized applications, which can be expensive, is removed. Existing investments in systems infrastructure and development can be utilized easily and combined to add additional values. Since Web services cost is low because it based on open standards and the associated learning curve is smaller than that of many solutions. As a final point, Web services get advantage of ever-present protocols and the Web infrastructure that already exists in every organization, therefore they need little if any additional technology investment.

V. LITERATURE REVIEW

Chunghuang Li and Philip K Maini (2005), have theoretically analyzed the scaling properties of the network by using a mean-field approach and proposed an evolving network model with community structure. The analytical and numerical results indicate that the network can produce community structure.

Filippo Radicchi et al. (2003), has discussed about the communities, community detection algorithm. He studied the Divisive and agglomerative algorithms for detecting the communities in the complex network.

Gunce Keziban Orman and Vincent Labatut (2011), have discussed the properties of complex network and compare the five community detection algorithms by using a set of artificial networks.

Hongbing Wang et al. (2004), have discussed some problems of web services and also described their solutions. They studied the web service difficulty in using the distributed technologies, web service Security Problems and Solutions, Composition Problems and Solutions.

Jinghai Rao and Xiaomeng Su, this paper gives an overview of recent progress in automatic Web services composition. They propose a five-step model for Web services composition process. The composition model consists of service presentation, translation, process generation, evaluation and execution. They concentrate on the methods of composite Web services process generation and they discussed the introduction and comparison of selected methods to support this step.

M. E. J. Newman (2006), has discussed about the community detection methods, the methods of optimal modularity, further techniques of modularity maximization and the methods for dividing the network into more than two communalities.

Michelle Girvan and M. E. J. Newman (2001), have discussed the traditional community detecting algorithms and also discussed the new "edge betweenness" algorithm for detecting the community structure on computer-generated graphs and on real-world networks.

Nan Du, Bai Wang and Bin Wu (2008), have proposed a new method Com Tector for the community detection in complex networks. This algorithm is based on the...
overlapping nature of cliques in real world, this algorithm can be applied to many large sparse graph.

Quan Z. Sheng et al. (2014), have studied about the state of the art of Web services composition. They abstract a generic model for the life cycle of Web services composition, which is used to compare different research prototypes based a set of assessment criteria. They compared number of Web services composition standards and services composition platforms.

Steve Harenberg et al. (2014), have discussed the community detection algorithms for overlapping and disjoint community detection on large scale real world networks. The algorithms evaluated by measuring the structural properties of the communities and their performance. Their results show that two types of measures are not equivalent.

V. Gabrel , M. Manouvrier, C. Murat (2014), have discussed about the workflow based WS composition problem and present the complexity analysis of QoS (quality of service) aware workflow based WS composition.

Xizhe Zhang et al. (2013), have studied about the web services, complex structure, community structure and the community structure of structural service networks formed by public web services available on the Internet.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

In this paper, a survey on various complex networks has been done. From the survey, it has been found that the useage of communicate discovery during classification and retrieval of cloud web services has been ignored. Moreover the effect of community discovery on the different natured users i.e. those who demands multiple things at a time has also ignored.

Therefore in near future, the enhancement of the cloud web services can be done further by using the nodes i.e. high end server and respective servers based upon the community structure to improve the results.
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